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arbara and Rob Farrell, the respective MDs of the UDEC and Neurospine groups,
approached architects Andrew Horne and Herman Groenewald of Architects
in Association (AiA) to design their new head offices in Paarl. The Farrells had
previously worked with Andrew Horne on the design of their own home in the nearby
Winelands Residential Estate.
The Farrells are very interested in architecture and technology and as such the
establishment of an engaging and creative relationship between them as clients and
the design team was critical to the design of the their home and the new joint head
offices for their companies. The creative partnership that was forged years ago while
working together on the design of their contemporary and largely camouflaged home
was critical to the design of the highly visible new office building in Zandwyk Industrial
Park on the southern outskirts of Paarl in the Western Cape.
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Location and Brief
The Farrell’s brief was for a visually striking and
contemporary office building. The 4,020m2 site
is located in a small industrial park. A stream
forms the Northern and North-western boundary
of the development, which is adjacent to the Old
Paarl Road. This road in turn runs parallel to the
N1 National motorway and the site consequently
enjoys high visual exposure.
Zandwyk Park is home to several fairly humble,
semi-industrial buildings and as such is not visually
very intriguing. The small scale workshops,
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showrooms and warehouses are governed by a
malleable architectural guideline that promotes
a simple, gabled and shed-like architectural
typology. The requirement for a striking and
contemporary office building in this setting was
therefore quite a challenge.
Fortunately, the establishment of the Mercedes
Benz showrooms and workshops introduced a
more contemporary and streamlined aesthetic
along the interface between the Northern/
entrance boundary of the industrial park and the
major roads.
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Design Conspiracy (The Cloud):
‘Conspiracy’ as a concept has been maligned by
thriller writers and twitterati alike. It literally means
”to breathe together” and is an excellent metaphor
for the design relationships that were forged
between the clients and their entire professional
team, as well as with the contractors, suppliers
and sub-contractors.
The architects came up with a draft conceptual
design using ArchiCAD BIM software to fully
illustrate the design intention on the one hand, but
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also to engage the clients in a three-dimensional
interaction with the intended spaces and masses.
Direct involvement was facilitated by conceptual
design workshops in which the architects and the
clients exchanged ideas using BIMx Pro, virtual
reality viewers via iPhones and more traditional
look and feel palettes of materials and precedent.
In this digital era, technology is often blamed
for the alienation of people from one another as
our interactions become more and more intimately
connected to devices rather than to people.
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Architects in Association (AiA) has developed a
new concept of professional practice. It is one
where architects form a fluid association on a
project to project basis, thus cutting overheads of
conventional offices by working from small spaces
and often from their homes. They collaborate in
the Cloud and via an engaging 3-dimensional
experience they can ‘conspire’ with their clients
to develop virtual concepts into lived experiences.
“From the Cloud to the Ground” is AiA’s motto.
This was the founding principle in the translation
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of interactive design ideas into the actual striking
new building for UDEC & Neurospine in Paarl.
The Building In Context (The Ground):
The site’s fixes and constraints include a narrow
panhandle access route from the East, a stream/
wetland along the Northern and North-western
boundary, a 15m setback along this interface and
a 1:50 year flood line. These factors resulted in a
low coverage of 810m2 on the 4,020m2 site (20%).
The site was prepared by Lema Civils.
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The building height was limited to two floors
(ground and first) with a small mezzanine and
comprises two wings around a central entrance
and vertical circulation core. UDEC is located on
the first floor of the North wing while Neurospine
occupies the West wing on the same level. The
ground floor has a similar configuration to the first
and offers 4 office spaces to the market.
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Parking is provided in a landscaped court
ensconced between the wings of the building and
the wetland. The parking area is broken up by a
swathe of concentrated green and a water feature
in the fulcrum of the two wings. This provides a soft
and cooling interface between the sparkling façades
and the exposed aggregate of the paving. Excellent
work by VIP Landscaping’s Attie van der Merwe.
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The aluminium panelled façades, along with the
double-glazed curtain walls, form a slick raincoat
for the building. These combine to create the
striking road-facing facet of the building, which
visually punches way above its modest 1,660m2
GLA. Here David Botha of Chartwell Façade
Systems and New Approach’s (glazing) Paul Kotze
proved to be invaluable to capturing design intent.
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The building’s reflective elements take in the
images of surrounding trees and hills to render the
building itself in the landscape as opposed to being
a solid object that sits on the landscape.
The task of procuring and then orchestrating
the multiple strands of complex and interwoven
activities, trades and materials fell to Yuan van
Der Sluys of Main Contractor, Van der Sluys
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Strukture, who managed this process diligently
and patiently.
Outside-In
The management of the transition from outside
to inside and the moulding of the viewer’s
experience is critical. Here the tie-in is achieved
via meticulously crafted control of materiality.
The interior designer picked-up on the sheer
and bright surfaces of the exterior by creating a
unifying ground plane of equally sheer marble,
but dark as opposed to the bright elevations.
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The marble is black and shiny with lightning
flashes of white and was beautifully installed
by VB Tilers. Working closely with the client,
KBAC Flooring combined Interface carpet tiles
and carpet planks to create a beautifully
textured and sophisticated carpet finish that
complemented the overall look and feel of
the building.
Intense focal points of colour and beautifully
construed contrasts between the natural
wooded grains of the window seats and
the shiny dark floors create the combined
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FIRST
FLOOR

effect of having moved from a bright external
world into a crystalline darkened cave filled
with shrines and wonders. Cupboards and
counters complement the other interior surfaces with precision. Here Gary Holliday of
HG Holliday Joinery excelled.
An in-house cafeteria and glazed boardrooms
combine with informal lounges to establish a
communal system of linked spaces that together
create a sense of flow and openness. The spatial
sequences and highlights are brought to the
fore with dramatic effect by the lighting. Martin
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GROUND
FLOOR

Coetzee from MPAC Electrical managed these
aspects with dexterity.
The curtain-walled and double-glazed apertures
frame views to the north while the deeper office
spaces benefit from tree-filled columns of natural
light and air in the form of the two oval shaped double
volume voids open to the sky and in the centre of
the open plan offices. While UDEC/ Neurospine’s
new head offices may have turned Zandwyk
Park’s erstwhile modest presence inside-out, the
building design has filtered, framed, reflected and
engaged the outside by pulling it in.
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